Assessment of Harmonic Distortion Sources in Power Networks with Capacitor Banks
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Abstract. The identification of distortion sources in a power system is a topic unsolved. The problem has a difficult solution because there are elements in the system that do not produce harmonic but amplifies the existing in the electrical network. The most common of those elements is the capacitor, very used to compensate power factor at fundamental frequency. The capacitor behaviour makes that the indices proposed up now to identify distortion indices fail in the presence of this element. In this paper, a new one is presented: the load characterization index. Besides using an extended equivalent circuit to represent the load, this index calculates the distortion introduced by the load, evaluating, besides the current distortion at its input, the voltage distortion at its terminals. The introduction of voltage assessing makes the index suitable to identify the linear and non-linear loads in the power system even in the presence of capacitors.
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1. Introduction

In a liberalized electricity market, the electric power quality, EPQ, in the grid can be a critical competitive parameter and may represent a key to supply contracts. Both, measures and assessing consumers contribution to the EPQ are becoming increasingly important [1]-[8]. Harmonic distortion is one of the main aspects of power quality and it is the fastest growing in recent years because of the proliferation of nonlinear and time-varying loads in power systems, which absorb nonsinusoidal currents.

In the technical papers there have been many proposals to establish the responsibility of each agent in the harmonic distortion of power distribution networks, [1]-[8]. One of the most relevant is the based on the harmonic active power sign, [2]-[3]. Other relevant group of proposal is the based on the current decomposition, [4]-[7]. All those procedures have their advantages and disadvantages. However, non of them are able to identify the true distortion sources on systems with the presence of capacitors, [8]-[11]. Indeed, it should be noted that while the loads that produce harmonics are undoubtedly non linear loads which introduce distortion in the system, other elements may have an important role in the propagation of harmonics in the networks, although they can not be listed as distortion sources. The capacitor is the most important one. It is widely used in power systems to compensate for low power factor of inductive loads. However, its performance is optimal only if the network operates in steady state sinusoidal conditions. In another case, the capacitor may cause serious problems, [8]-[11]. This is mainly due to its harmonic impedance, which decreases as frequency increases, and besides, it increases the distortion of the current that load consumes. In fact, on high harmonic order, capacitive impedances are really low and current is almost completely non active. So, for example, on high order of harmonic in presence of capacitor the determination of the active power sign is really difficult.

In this regard, a new procedure is presented in this paper that evaluates the distortion introduced by each load connected to a point of common connection, PCC. Besides, it takes into account the presence of capacitors to compensate the power factor at fundamental frequency and its behavior at high frequency. This procedure, which results in the so-called Load Characterization Index (LCI), could be implemented in commercial network analyzers to carry out the analysis of the responsibility of each load on the total distortion power system.

The behaviour of the index has been checked by simulation and experimental tests, based on industrial applications where some problems have been detected.
2. The Load Characterization Index

The problem presented in previous section makes necessary a new procedure which identifies linear loads in the presence of capacitors. In this section a new method is presented.

A. Load Equivalent Circuit

The background of the new method is within all those developments based on current decomposition into two parts. Thus, the analyzed load can be represented by two parallel branches: an impedance (a resistor \( R_{L1} \) in series to an inductance \( L_{1} \)) and a nonlinear current source, \( I_{NL} \). In [7], the linear part is represented by an inductive impedance as shown in figure 1, calculated as the ratio between the voltage and current fundamental component. From that fundamental impedance, the corresponding to the rest of harmonic orders is calculated: the approximation of considering that resistor remains the same with the frequency has been adopted; and on the other hand, inductance has been considered proportional to the harmonic order. The ratio of each order harmonic voltage and the corresponding impedance is that order linear harmonic order. The ratio of each order harmonic voltage and the linear part is represented by an inductive impedance as shown in figure 1, calculated as the ratio between the voltage and current fundamental component.

From that fundamental impedance, the corresponding to the rest of harmonic orders is calculated: the approximation of considering that resistor remains the same with the frequency has been adopted; and on the other hand, inductance has been considered proportional to the harmonic order. The ratio of each order harmonic voltage and the corresponding impedance is that order linear harmonic order. The ratio of each order harmonic voltage and the linear part is represented by an inductive impedance as shown in figure 1, calculated as the ratio between the voltage and current fundamental component.

This representation takes into account two of the load components, with current lags behind the voltage in the inductive case, Figure 2a, and leading in the capacitive one, Figure 2b. The presence of a capacitor is represented by a current, \( I_{C1} \), which leads 90° the voltage fundamental component.

The objective of the method is finding out the circuit more appropriate to the actual load. And the only constrain is that the current linear component flows through the linear part of the equivalent circuit. Thus, as lower the index value, as better the tested circuit represents the actual load. Therefore, the circuit that provides the smallest value of the index will be considered as the representing to the studied load.

From now on, the methodology followed to fix the value of each element that constitutes the linear part of the load equivalent circuit is presented. From the voltage and current waveforms corresponding to the actual load, their frequency spectrum is determined. The ratio of current and voltage fundamental component provides the load admittance fundamental value, \( Y_{f} = I_{f}/V_{f} \). \( Y_{f} \) real part is the fundamental conductance, \( G_{f} \), and its imaginary part is the fundamental susceptance, \( B_{f} \). According to the susceptance sign, the load character is (negative susceptance corresponds to an inductive load and positive susceptance to a capacitive load). \( V_{f}, I_{f} \) can be represented as shown in Figure 2a in the case of inductive load or as shown in Figure 2b in case of capacitive load. This representation takes into account two of the load equivalent circuit branches: the inductive one and the capacitor. In fact, \( V_{f}, I_{f} \) represents the voltage fundamental component and \( I_{f} \) the current one. \( \phi_{f} \) represents the angle difference between voltage and current fundamental components, with current lags behind the voltage in the inductive case, Figure 2a, and leading in the capacitive one, Figure 2b. The presence of a capacitor is represented by a current, \( I_{C1} \), which leads 90° the voltage fundamental component.

In this new procedure, the fundamental current is still flowing by the linear part of the load, as in the previous, but now, the determination of the value of each element in the linear part is not so easy as above. As there are three parallel branches, there are infinite possibilities of sharing fundamental current between them. This problem is solved in the procedure testing different values for each element. That is, the proposed index is calculated (as described below) for a specific number of circuits, varying the values of the elements of the linear part of the circuit that represents the actual load. In this way, an array of index values is obtained: an index value for each set of values considered for the elements.

From Figure 2 diagram a minimum power factor is considered before compensation, which is given by \( \phi_{max} \). Thus, the values of inductive branch elements and
capacitor can be calculated in all the different possible cases considered. In one of them, the current flowing by the inductive branch is shown in the figure, \( I_{L_{1\text{max}}} \), and its power factor is specified by \( \cos(\phi_{\text{max}}) \). The current flowing by the capacitor in this case is specified by \( I_{C_{1\text{max}}} \).

The current flowing by the inductive branch can be calculated from the current fundamental component and the minimum value of the power factor, \( \cos(\phi_{\text{min}}) \), using the next expression:

\[
I_{L_{1\text{max}}} = \frac{I \cdot \cos \phi_{\text{max}}}{\cos \phi_{\text{max}}} \tag{1}
\]

From this current, \( I_{C_{1\text{max}}} \) can be calculated, depending on the load character. If the load is inductive:

\[
I_{L_{1\text{max}}} = I_{L_{1\text{max}}} \cdot \sin \phi_{\text{max}} - I \cdot \sin \phi_i =
\]

\[
= I \cdot \cos \phi_{\text{max}} \cdot \sin \phi_{\text{max}} - I \cdot \sin \phi_i =
\]

\[
= I \cdot \cos \phi_i \cdot \tan \phi_{\text{max}} - I \cdot \sin \phi_i
\]

In the same sense, if the load is capacitive:

\[
I_{C_{1\text{max}}} = I \cdot \cos \phi_i \cdot \tan \phi_{\text{max}} + I \cdot \sin \phi_i \tag{3}
\]

This value has been calculated from \( \phi_{\text{max}} \) and the measured voltage and current fundamental components.

From the current flowing by the capacitor, given by (2)-(3), the corresponding susceptance, \( B_{1\text{max}} \), can be calculated as:

\[
B_{1\text{max}} = \frac{I_{C_{1\text{max}}}}{V_i} \tag{4}
\]

This is the last case of the \( m \) considered in the procedure, and corresponds to the maximum value of capacitor susceptance \( B_{1\text{max}} \). Its minimum value must be null in the case of an inductive load fully compensated. However in the case of a capacitive load, Figure 4b, the minimum value of the capacitor susceptance, \( B_{1\text{min}} \), is not zero, but it takes the following value:

\[
B_{1\text{min}} = \frac{I_{C_{1\text{min}}}}{V_i} \tag{5}
\]

Therefore, \( m \) cases for capacitor admittance value are considered: at one end, the calculated in (4) and at the other end zero if the actual load is inductive or the value given in (5) if the actual load is capacitive. In the \( m \)-2 remaining cases, the susceptance value, \( B_{1i} \), will be considered a fraction of the range, calculated as the difference between maximum and minimum values, using the next expression:

\[
B_{1i} = B_{1\text{max}} + (B_{1\text{max}} - B_{1\text{min}}) \frac{i - 1}{m - 1} \tag{6}
\]

where \( i \) is the number of test considered and \( m \) denotes the total number of values assigned to the susceptance. \( B_{1i} \) is the assigned to the capacitive branch of circuit presented in Figure 2 in the case \( i \), \( B_{1i} = \omega C_{1i} \).

With respect to the conductance value corresponding to the resistive branch of the load equivalent circuit shown in Figure 1, \( G_{1i} = 1/R_{1i} \), two cases are considered: the null value corresponding to the non existence of the branch and the value of load total conductance \( G_{1i} = (I_i/V_i) \cos(\phi_i) \) corresponding to the case in which this element is the only responsible of the load active power requirement.

By comparing the \( m \) values for the susceptance of capacitor branch and the two values for the conductance of resistive branch, \( 2m \) cases are possible to determine the values of the elements of actual load equivalent circuit, Figure 1.

In each analyzed case, \( i \), the current flowing by capacitive and resistive branches is calculated as follows:

\[
I_{\text{calc}} = V_i (G_{1i} + jB_{1i}) \tag{7}
\]

And so \( Z_{1i} \) value corresponding to the inductive branch impedance will be:

\[
Z_{1i} = \frac{V_i}{I_{\text{calc}}} = \frac{V_i}{I_{1i} - 1/\omega L_i}
\]

\[
R_{1i} = Z_{1i} \cos(\phi_i)
\]

\[
X_{1i} = \omega L_{1i} = Z_{1i} \sin(\phi_i)
\]

where \( R_{1i} \) is the value of the resistance corresponding to the inductive branch in figure 2 and \( L_{1i} \) that of the inductance, both in case \( i \).

Until now the methodology for calculating the values of the load linear equivalent circuit elements at fundamental frequency has been presented. From them, their value at the harmonic orders considered can be calculated: the resistance value remains constant although the frequency changes, the inductance value is proportional to the frequency and so on the susceptance value. It is possible to calculate for each \( 2m \) cases the current linear component flowing by the load. So, in case \( i \), the linear current, \( I_{li} \), is the set of its harmonic components and it is given by the next expression:

\[
I_{li} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} V_j G_{lj} + V_j Y_{lj} + j \frac{V_j}{R_{lj} + X_{lj}} \tag{9}
\]

From the linear current flowing by the load in each case under consideration \( i \), \( I_{li} \), the nonlinear current, \( I_{lin} \), can be calculated as the difference between the total current flowing by the actual load and the linear current calculated in (9), as follows:
\[ I_{nli} = I - I_s \]  

(10)

And finally the modified nonlinear current index (NLC) is calculated as follows:

\[ NLC_i = \frac{|I_{nli}|}{|I|} \]  

(11)

After calculating NLC corresponding to the 2m cases considered, an array is obtained whose elements are those 2m values. The minimum corresponds to the equivalent circuit that represents the load in the most exact way. Thus:

\[ NLC = \min(NLC_i) \]  

(12)

This modified non-linear current index identifies all linear inductive loads, achieving the assignment to them a null responsibility in the system distortion. As an illustration of this fact, a power system is presented, shown in Figure 3, that comprises a PCC that feeds three loads:  
- Load 1: A three-phase linear load consisting of an inductance in parallel to a resistor.  
- Load 2: A non-linear load consisting of three ac single-phase regulators with an inductive load (an inductor in series to a resistor) connected in star.  
- Load 3: A three-phase rectifier with a capacitive impedance (a capacitor in parallel with a resistor) on dc side.

\[ \text{Fig. 3 Simulation Platform to test the NLC} \]

In this system, the NL of [7] calculated from the voltage at the PCC and the current flowing by load 1, has a nonzero value (8.28%), whereas the modified index provides a null value, which identifies the load as linear. For load 2, both indices results are 34.85% and for load 3, 43.08% and 30.0%, respectively.

Therefore, the index presented in [7] does not identify as linear the inductive impedances composed of a resistor in parallel to an inductance. Nevertheless, the modified nonlinear current index identifies the inductive linear loads with any configuration. And so, no responsibility in the global distortion of the system is assigned to them.

B. An index based on voltage distortion

Thus, the modified non-linear current index improves the results of the earlier, presented in [7]. Among other, this index extends the linear load circuit used to represent the linear part of the actual load. It allows the representation of not only inductive loads but capacitive. However, applying this index to a capacitive linear load, the value obtained is not null.

Therefore, to identify linear loads with capacitors, it must also be taken into account one crucial fact: the capacitors do not generate harmonics, but amplify the present in the system. In fact, analogous to the behavior of the inductances, which amplify voltage harmonics but not those of current, the capacitors amplify current harmonics but not those of voltage, [5]. It is not therefore possible to identify a linear load in the presence of capacitors using an index based on current, as most of the proposals published so far. Indeed, the index used to identify as linear the linear loads with capacitor can not be based on current assessment, but could be based on voltage. And it should be carried out without losing the linear model discussed above. Therefore, the use of the model shown in Figure 4 is proposed in this paper. The impedance connected in series to the voltage source is exactly the same as the calculated above to connect in parallel to the current source. Thus, Figure 4 could represent the Thevenin model associated to the Norton model presented in Figure 1.

\[ \text{Fig. 4. Single-phase load equivalent circuit in procedure based on voltage} \]

The index keeps the values obtained for the elements of the equivalent circuit, figures 1 and 4. From them, the index calculates in each case i the linear voltage drop in the load, \( V_{li} \), that is:

\[ V_l = \sum_{j=1}^{s} \frac{l_{ij}}{G_{ij} + X_{ij} + \frac{1}{R_{ij} + X_{ij}}} \]  

(13)

From this linear voltage of case i, \( V_{li} \), the nonlinear component of voltage drops in the load, \( V_{nli} \), can be calculated:

\[ V_{nli} = V - V_l \]  

(14)
And finally the nonlinear voltage index (NLV) is defined as follows:

\[ NLV = \frac{\|V_{nl}\|}{|V|} \] (15)

So, now there are two arrays of results: one with 2m NLC and another with 2m NLV. The first array minimum value corresponds to the Norton model that best fits the analyzed load and the second array minimum value corresponds to the Thevenin model that best fits the analyzed load. And now, the load charactization index, LCI, may be described as follows: if any of these two minima is close to 0, the load is linear and the load characterizing index is null. Otherwise, the load is a distortion source and the LCI value is the corresponding to NLC. In fact, the Thevenin circuit has been useful to identify the linear loads with any configuration. Nevertheless, as the distortion on voltage use to be less than that on current, the responsibility on the system distortion fixed by means of NLC may be the most suitable option and LCI value will be as follows:

\[
LCI = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{when } NLC = 0 \\
0, & \text{when } NLV = 0 \\
NL, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (16)

Thus, LCI value will be the necessary tool to attribute to each nonlinear load its responsibility in the power system total distortion.

3. Simulation and Experimental Results

To check the LCI validity, the system studied in [11] has been simulated, Figure 5. It is a simple but crucial case that illustrates the real practical operating conditions. It consists of a voltage source supplying two loads: the first one is a non-linear load with a high power rate simulated as a rectifier with a capacitive impedance in dc side, and the second one is a linear load with a much smaller power rate simulated as an inductive impedance in parallel to a capacitor, Figure 5. On the other hand, the indices evaluated has been: Global Harmonic Index, GHI, based on harmonic active power sign, [2]-[3]; nonlinear index NL, as presented in [7]; and LCI, presented in this paper. They have been calculated at the input of each load and in the PCC. The phase one of the balance three-phase voltage in PCC is shown in Figure 6a. The phase one of the current at the input of the non-linear load is shown in Figure 6b and that at the input of the linear load in Figure 6c. Figure 6b shows a non sinusoidal waveform obtained, for example in arc furnaces. Its distortion makes, through the source impedance, that the voltage in PCC is non sinusoidal, too, Figure 6a. Moreover, Figure 6c shows a drastically non sinusoidal current at the input of a linear load. It illustrates the main problem of the distortion sources identification: the particular behaviour of capacitor when they are connected to a distorted PCC. It is a linear load but the current at its input presents a higher distortion than the present in the power system.

In table I, the indices values calculated are presented. It can be seen that GHI and NL assess responsibility to the linear load for the distortion in the system. Moreover, NL establishes a higher responsibility to the linear load than the assigned to the non-linear load. However, LCI identifies the linear load as linear specifying the non-linear load as the only distortion source in the system. Besides, on the other hand, it must be indicated that the new index can be calculated from the only measures taken by a commercial analyzer.

![Fig. 5. Simulation and Experimental Platform](image)

![Fig. 6. Phase one of magnitude obtained in the simulation system](image)

Table I. Simulation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PCC</th>
<th>Non-linear load</th>
<th>Linear load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHI</td>
<td>27.52</td>
<td>27.17</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>28.22</td>
<td>27.81</td>
<td>99.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCI</td>
<td>27.92</td>
<td>27.62</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, an experimental platform has been designed to represent the analyzed power system. It is constituted by a...
voltage source supplying two loads: a rectifier with a capacitive impedance in dc side and a linear load composed of an inductive impedance in parallel to a capacitor. The configuration is therefore similar to the presented in Figure 5 although in the experimental platform the power rates of both loads are more similar than those in simulation system (one is double to the other).

Voltage and current have been measured with a data acquisition cards compatible with Matlab-Simulink and developed by dSPACE. Real-Time Interface (RTI) from dSPACE together with Real Time Workshop (RTW) from Mathworks automatically generate real time code. It allows the processor board to be programmed and I/O boards to be selected.

The phase one of the voltage in PCC is shown in Figure 7a. It is a nonsinusoidal voltage due to the non sinusoidal current at the input of the first load and the source impedance. Figure 7b shows the phase one of the current at the input of the first load and Figure 7c that at the input of the second load. Figure 7c shows a non sinusoidal current, although its distortion is much smaller than the of the second load. Figure 7c shows a non sinusoidal voltage due to the non sinusoidal current at the input of the first load and the source impedance. Figure 7b shows the phase one of the current in the presence of capacitors. The configuration is therefore similar to the simulation system due to the fact that now the current at the input of non linear load is only the double of that at the input of linear load.

In table II, the values of the indices calculated from voltage and current obtained in experimental system are presented. It can be seen that all of them make responsible for system distortion to the non linear load and the values goes from the 19,12 obtained by GHI and the 29,08 by NL. LCI has obtained 28,64, very closed to NL. With respect to the linear load, all the indices make it responsible for system distortion except LCI, which identifies it as linear and makes the non-linear load the only responsible for system distortion.

4. Conclusion

In this paper the main problem within the identification of distortion sources in a power system is analyzed: the presence of capacitors. The problem has been identified and studied in several papers in the Literature. In particular, it has been shown that the indices proposed up now fail in the presence of capacitors because they specify linear loads as distortion sources. In this paper the load characterization index (LCI) is presented. It is able to distinguish the linear and non-linear loads. Thus, the non-linear are considered the only responsible for the distortion present at the point of common connection. This index has been applied to simulation and experimental systems. The results obtained in both, confirm the validity of the new index proposed in this paper in the presence of capacitors.
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